Safety Spot

The latest LAA Engineering topics
and investigations By Malcolm McBride

Safety Spot

Safety harnesses, aircraft checklists and gyroplane blades

ello again and welcome to this mid-summer, ‘longest
day’, edition of Safety Spot… where did the spring go?
As always, I hope you’re well and enjoying the summer
sunshine. I most certainly am, my personal situation
being improved as all my mechanical possessions are in
excellent working order – well, apart from my trusty two-stroke
outboard, which is in bits on my workbench because of corrosionrelated problems deep inside the barrel – although I’m enjoying the
re-build exercise and the second-hand four stroke (urgent purchase)
seems to be working well.
The other thing that’s cheered me up a bit is that I’ve recently
re-validated my PPL, having finally passed through a period of
medical decrepitude.
It’s quite a while since my last GFT (General Flying Test), now
rebadged the ‘skills’ test, but I did OK, at least so I was told by the
examiner. I did keep forgetting some of the drills, especially the
application (or otherwise) of the carburettor heat, and it reminded me
that it’s one thing going through a rehearsed ‘action list’ whilst sitting
comfortably in one’s arm chair, quite another when an instructor is
throwing various nasties at you!
Memory is a funny thing – though the mechanics of it feature in
many of the incidents affecting members and their aircraft. One thing
I’ve learnt is that much of the way we operate is based on our
memories but, when it comes to what we’re remembering at any
particular time, there’s an arbitrator involved. In my view, the arbitrator’s
principle objective is to prioritise and, in many of the incidents I see, the
‘arbitrator’ doesn’t quite get it right. That’s why it’s essential in aviation
operations, especially pilotage, to learn, practice and rehearse drills
– my examiner a few weeks ago now, was spot on to pull me up
because I missed out an important item in the aircraft’s checklist.
To extend this point about memory into the Safety Spot world more
fully, that’s why we explore some of the issues where things have
gone wrong, or sometimes, just when they go right – these events
serve as both memory joggers and offer advice to the hidden
arbitrator in the readers cranium.
So, perhaps as a reminder, you’ll have seen the seat belt picture
and I’m hoping that no LAA aircraft is flying around with a similar
knife-like lap strap. Certainly, if this belt was asked to perform in a
sudden stop there would be a good chance that the wearer could
end up with an unsupervised appendectomy.
The next pictures, featuring two red aircraft, give us the
opportunity to visit a ‘human factors’ area concerning incorrect
disposition of memories – distraction.

H

Above If you read the May edition of Safety Spot, you will know that
the CAA have issued a Safety Notice discussing how best to approach
the inspection of aircraft safety harnesses. It’s a useful checklist and we
suggest that you absorb the detail into your Tailored Maintenance
Schedule (TMS). LAA Inspector, Rex Coates, called me over to a Piper
PA-22 he was recently inspecting for its owner – the PA-22 by the way
is not an LAA machine, though we do have quite a few Piper high-wing
side-by-sides in our fleet, so it’s relevant in these pages. Whilst the seat
belt looks great from the front, I hope that you can see the problem on
its stomach side. This lap strap is full of design details to spread the
restraint load across the largest possible area and incorporates spring
‘stays’ which act in a similar way to boning a corset. As you can see,
the edge of the stay is very sharp and could cause a serious stomach
injury in an accident. Naturally, Rex asked the owner to arrange for a
refurbishment of the lap strap. You can download a copy of the CAA’s
Safety Notice via an LAA Alert – just look for Alerts in the Engineering
section of our website. Photo: Malcolm McBride
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Above The ultra-modern Rotorsport Calidus gyroplane doesn’t, at first sight, have much in common with the Fokker Triplane pictured on the right.
OK, they’re both red … but the similarity runs deeper. Both aircraft are now in workshops after being damaged during take-off, for very similar
reasons – distraction. Photos: Left: Graham Reeve/ Right: web

Distraction – when a touch of panic sets in

We’ve had a recent cluster of events involving loss of control during
the landing and take-off phases where it’s clear that distraction has
played its part in the outcome. You can see the pictures (above) of
the two very different red aircraft. As I say in the caption, both aircraft
are now in the workshops surrounded by engineers and owners
deliberating their future. I think the Fokker is likely to be repaired,
probably by the owner, but it’s the end of the road for the gyro.
In, hopefully, an unbiased way (bias playing a huge part in the
memory arbitration process), during the review of both events, one
causal factor stood out well in front of the many other factors involved
… distraction during a critical phase of an operation. In both cases,
the critical phase was the preparation for, and the application of, a
take-off. Let’s look briefly at the gyroplane incident. This was a nasty
incident in which, as alluded to a few sentences back, the aircraft
ended up being very badly damaged. Fortunately, apart from a few
cuts and bruises, the pilot wasn’t hurt in any life-changing way –
except that he’s given up flying gyroplanes for the time being at least.
Let me just copy/paste my database notes about the incident: Pilot
(who is the owner) attempted to take off with a low rotor speed (160)
and suffered blade sail - both blades contacted the runway a number
of times and the aircraft was quite badly damaged. Pilot explained
that he became discombobulated because of a ‘telling-off’ received
over the radio from a landing aircraft because he was in the active
zone before receiving permission and the landing aircraft was forced
to go around. Once runway was clear again gyro pilot over-revved
the engine and the pre-rotator clutch started to slip. Initially he
radioed back saying that he’d got problems with the pre-rotator
though, as he had been previously instructed that the Calidus could
take-off at any rotor RPM above 150, he decided to attempt a
take-off. Note, no training in TO technique at lower than normal (<200
RPM) was ever given.
So, in this case, the distraction came from a disgruntled instructor
– who’s job, by the way, isn’t to fire rockets at other pilots.
The second issue, the one involving the Fokker Triplane, has a
similar ring, here’s the database record for this one: Discussed
incident with owner/pilot (who’s uninjured) - pilot got confused about
which runway to use because of an unexpected direction from AG
ATC (not licenced) - pilot elected to take off very close to the runway
edge and hit runway marker early on, during the take-off run. The
aircraft inverted damaging the top wing set, propeller and engine,
having been brought to a sudden stop, will require a full SLI.
The pilots in both cases undoubtedly made poor decisions.

Chatting the incidents through carefully with them, it was clear that
the distracting radio messages changed the priorities enough that
they both attempted to take-off when the aircraft weren’t in a position
to accomplish this action. In both cases there are other factors of
course. The Triplane has very limited forward visibility, especially with
the tail down and, in the gyro’s case, there’s the issue of attempting
to try a new manoeuvre (starting a take-off run with a low rotor speed).
Had the pilot thought about this in less ‘pressurised’ circumstances
he most probably wouldn’t have thought it a great idea.
The main point is that any distraction will have an effect on the
memory arbitration process and this, most likely, will change the
order of the priorities in the list – be aware of this if you get distracted
during a critical for safety task. Be it an engineering or pilotage task,
it doesn’t matter, stop, reset the clock and start again from the
beginning. One other small point that I’ve never heard mentioned,
from a HF point of view anyway, is the ‘performance’ aspects in this
sort of rather public event, and relevant to the situation described the
person using the radio is surely ‘on stage’ as soon as the transmit
button is hit. We all like to look good in front of a crowd and, because
of this, when we know others are listening (and judging), it’s easy to
start performing to the crowd. In some ways this can be the biggest
distraction of all and, though a little off-piste, is the principle reason
why insurance companies won’t allow passengers to be carried in
HGVs… so put your thumb away – they’re no longer allowed to stop.
When passengers are carried the accident rate goes through the roof!

Delaminating Aluminium Gyroplane Blades

The introduction of Factory-Built two-seat gyroplanes has certainly
re-stimulated an interest in this form of aviation; certainly, through the
1990s most gyroplane activity involved single-seat machines, so
training had to be crafted with this limitation in mind. In the very early
days of the microlights though, a similar situation existed – when
single seat trikes were the only option it was only really skilled and
experienced hang-glider pilots that could fly them – because of this
limitation the sport itself didn’t really start to blossom until two-seat
machines became available.
If history is anything to go by, and it’s normally not a bad guide,
when a new type of single seat gyroplane becomes available (and
there’s one or two in the wings) then we might see a resurgence. As
an airworthiness engineer of course, paranoia kicks in when I think of
such possibilities, and I start wondering whether chaps would be
tempted to dust off their 1990s single seaters – mostly Cricket or
Bensen derivatives – and head skywards, perhaps not realising that
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there have been many safety improvements since these machines
first hit the marketplace. Interestingly, perhaps worryingly, of the
nearly 200 single-seater gyroplanes on our books only eight are
actually flying.
Another worry with these stored machines is the temporal aspect
of material degradation, not just corrosion – though we’re more used
to this issue in the aircraft industry – but also the breakdown over time
of glues, resins and, perhaps especially, rubber-based compounds.
We first began to worry that there might be an issue with one of
the bonding methods used to fix the aluminium skins of some
gyroplane rotors back in September last year, when we were sent
a picture showing joint separation between the top and bottom
aluminium skins at the trailing edge by Tony Melody, one of our more
experienced gyro inspectors and instructors. I’ve included this
picture showing the breakdown of the bond. It’s the picture of the
blade on the grass, below left. This type of blade, common in the
1990s, is called a Rotordyne – note its construction method –
effectively a one-piece wrap-round skin pre-formed around the
leading edge. We wrote to owners that we knew operated this type of
blade asking them to keep their eyes open for any sign of a bond
failure on their blades.
As with most things, the more we delved into this the more we
found out, and it seemed that these blades were made at a number
of different facilities through time.
The adhesive used also changed, the red film adhesive, a 3M
product, replaced the Sytech FM 1000 paste-like adhesive at some
point. We heard back from our LAA users and moved on. To be
honest, we felt that blades stored in somebody’s back garden

probably wouldn’t reflect the quality of a blade in use or carefully
stored in a less-demanding environment. Then Tony Melody reported
an incident involving a gyro that used the Rotordyne blades, which
turned up the temperature somewhat. Because of the local publicity
surrounding the Rotordyne blade issue we then received a report
describing adhesion problems with another type of blade, this time
one made by Dragon Wings. Again, trailing-edge delamination had
been seen and, looking at an example of a Dragon-Wings blade sent
to us, the same 3M film adhesive had been used to bond these
aluminium surfaces together.
So, what of the incident as reported by Tony? Well, Tony was
asked by a gyro flyer if he would check his aircraft out for its annual
Permit to Fly renewal – a task that Tony is well used to, and he happily
agreed. What Tony didn’t know at the time was that the owner, during
a rotor management practice exercise, felt that things ‘just didn’t feel
right’. I should explain here that one of the core skills required of the
gyroplane flyer is rotor RPM management – the RPM of a blade once
the aircraft is flying will perfectly match the aircraft’s weight and
speed but, during the take-off it is essential to get the rotor up to this
operating RPM before leaving the ground.
To help get the rotor up to this operating RPM, most gyros will
have an engine driven pre-rotator which spins up the rotor up to 60 or
70 per cent of this speed before the take-off roll is started.
Careful rotor management during the take-off is required to push
the rotor up to full flying speed, mostly this is achieved by balancing
the angle of attack during the take-off run within a narrow arc to get
the best out of the airflow over the rotor itself. Tony dutifully inspected
the aircraft and all seemed fine so, after completing the paperwork for

Above Left shows the top skin detachment on a Rotordyne gyroplane blade that, thankfully, wasn’t in service (hence the grass backdrop). It
was this picture that set us worrying about the quality of the aluminium to aluminium bonding method used on these blades and our Chief
Engineer, Francis Donaldson, wrote to the known owners asking them to check the blades on their single seat gyros. Notice that the Rotordyne
blade is manufactured with a single skin that ‘wraps-around’ a machined leading edge; also note that the adhesive used is a double-sided film
adhesive. Right shows an example of the delaminated blade discovered on a Cricket Mk. 6 gyroplane that suffered an in-flight loss of control
during a test flight – as discussed in the accompanying text. Photos: Tony Melody/Malcolm McBride

Above These pictures show a section of two different Dragon-Wings gyroplane rotor blades; notice that the construction technique differs, in
that there’s a top and bottom skin. Also, notice that the glue used to bond the skins to the pre-formed leading edge on the example shown in
the left is completely different from red-tape used on the Rotordyne – though in the picture of a Dragon-Wings blade undergoing a tap test
(right) shows that this thin-film adhesive has been used on both types of blade. We’ve recently written to LAA owners using the Dragon-Wings
blade that there have been field reports describing a failure of the glued joint at the training edge – it seems that this has been a problem for
some time and a past ‘fix’ was to rivet the training edges in addition to gluing them together. Naturally, debonding is not something that can be
tolerated in a gyroplane rotor system and owners of these aluminium blades need to check their blades carefully before every flight.
Photos: Malcolm McBride
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the inspection portion of the renewal, he taxied out to the main
runway and began his pre-flight checks. After take-off it became very
clear that things weren’t going according to plan, in fact Tony felt as if
he was completely out of control. Fate played its hand and the aircraft
hit the ground ‘firmly’ but the right way up and, as the aircraft slowed,
Tony was able to get the aircraft back under control.
In Tony’s view, the only thing that could possibly have caused this
loss of control incident was a problem with the blades, especially as
the machine’s control mechanics all appeared to be working
correctly. During his inspection, he noticed that the profile of one
blade differed slightly from the other – he immediately suspected a
delamination of the bond between the inner leading-edge structural
element and the wrap-round skin.
We managed to get the blades back to HQ and, to be honest,
found it quite difficult initially to see what was wrong with the blades.
Visually, it’s almost impossible to see the small difference in profile …
though, once you work out what you’re looking at the shape change
becomes obvious. Because the skin is curved it’s actually quite stiff,
so pushing the skin to detect movement in the joint is difficult,
especially when checking the top surface.
We did try the ‘coin tap-test’ (opposite left) – a method where, by
tapping along a joint, any hidden delamination will change the timbre
of the note as it passes a void. This is, incidentally, a really good way
of detecting flaws in fibreglass structures. The trouble is that this test
does require a change between one section of a joint and another
and, when we finally cut a section of the blade to see what was going
on inside the structure, we noted that the joint had separated right
along its length – hence, no change in tone.
Right Both these pictures show items from the Luciole incident. At the
top is the sealed lead-acid battery – though the plastic case has
melted, notice the way the plates have been forced out of the left-hand
end; we’ve seen this before in rapid-discharge situations and this might
offer a clue as to the cause of the fire. The other picture shows a
section of the firewall post fire – in this type of very hot event it can be
difficult to glean any suggestion of cause … though it’s clear that the
‘hottest’ area was the inside of the firewall – in other words, the cause
wasn’t likely a problem with the engine itself. Photos: Neil Geddes

Above While the Colomban MC-30 Luciole might be one of the most minimalist aircraft flying among the LAA fleet, there can be no doubt that
the completion of this plans-built aircraft could only be described as a major milestone in a builder’s life: we’ve all, after all, got rather spoilt by
the fantastic ‘fast-build’ kits now available to home-builders. Having built an aircraft from drawings myself, I can testify to the pride in the
accomplishment. If you haven’t come across the Luciole before, max weight authorised is 200kg. Yes, that’s everything. Very experienced
aviator and builder, Bob Gardiner, took the photo on the right after escaping his Luciole when the aircraft caught fire while taxying – we think
that we understand now what happened and Bob agreed, even though painful, that the lessons learnt need to be shared.
Photos: Graham Reeve/Robert Gardiner
Left In a 200kg max weight aircraft every gram counts. To give you a
perspective for this picture, imagine yourself looking down towards
the base of the firewall from just above the seat back. Identifying the
components: 9 o’clock shows the battery, 10 o’clock shows the
starter solenoid, round the clock from about 11 o’clock you can spot
the fuel pipe and bottom-centre are the rudder pedals. Note that the
pedals themselves sit on a plywood carriage which, by sliding it
forwards and backwards, allows for different leg lengths. This picture
doesn’t show the actual aircraft involved in the incident, though
because Michel Colomban’s excellent plans are so explicit when it
comes to component positioning, we’re sure that the incident aircraft
will have been identical. Photo: Neil Geddes
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Naturally, we’ve alerted the known users of both Rotordyne and
Dragon Wings blades that we’ve discovered a problem with internal
bond separation – it is possible to easily see trailing edge separation
and, by applying force to the bottom edge of the rotor, if there’s
separation, you’re likely to feel movement.

Colomban MC-30 Luciole – Fire Whilst Taxiing

Failure point

In the last few Safety Spot articles we’ve tried to encourage all
engineers and pilots of Amateur-Built and elderly orphaned types of
aircraft to try to spot potential gotchas. Last month, if you remember,
we chatted through two individual issues where harm could have
eventually befallen an unlucky pilot. The first was an unspotted defect
in the bolt-locking method in the elevator system on a Pioneer 300,
the second a nearly failed lap-strap found during refurbishment of a
Montgomerie-Bensen gyroplane. Being able to ‘spot’ a potential
problem is a great skill to learn … and practice – though sometimes
you need to think ‘out of the box’.
After a very long build, experienced aviator and long-time LAA
Inspector, Bob Gardiner was enjoying the fruits of his labour flying his
ultralight single-seater Luciole. A while back now, Bob noticed smoke
emanating from under the aircraft’s instrument panel, it seemed like it
had an electrical origin; even though he checked around the area

Above LAA Inspector, Paul Jenkins, sent us these pictures showing the rudder pedal assembly from a Tri R Kis that failed during normal operation.
You can see from the sketch just how the pedals work on this side-by-side two-seater. Notice that it was the left pedal on the P2 side that has
failed; this wouldn’t, at first sight, be where you’d expect a failure and perhaps concentrate your inspection efforts … because the toe brakes,
where you’d imagine maximum pilot effort to be applied, are on the P1 pedals. Notice though (top pic) that the rudder operating cable is attached
to the left P2 pedal which may explain why the failure occurred there, at its welded connection to the rudder torque tube. Photos: Paul Jenkins
Right A closer look at the fracture face of the failed torque tube shows
there’s no real ‘smoking gun’ and the failure appears to be a one-time
event … though the notch at 12 o’clock may point to a corrosion pit as
a possible stress concentrator. We’ve asked all Tri R Kis owners to
strengthen their rudder pedal assemblies by adding a finger plate
around the weld – but perhaps the real lesson here is that regular and
close-in inspection of even the most difficult areas to reach is
absolutely vital for safety. Photo: Paul Jenkins
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carefully, he couldn’t find anything amiss. To be absolutely sure he
asked an electrician friend of his to take a look to see if there was
anything wrong that he may have missed, but this second inspection
didn’t flag-up any issues either. Then, one fateful day, while taxying
back after a short flight, Bob applied full left rudder to squeeze his
aircraft through a ‘just wide enough’ gap in the fence line … and,
suddenly, he realised that a large amount of smoke was emanating
for the cockpit in the area of the rudder pedals.
Bob’s quite a big fella, but without doing anything else, he
evacuated the aircraft – engine still running (in fact the aircraft was
still on the move). I don’t blame Bob one bit for this action, fire is
something that all pilots have a built-in dread for. The aircraft taxied
on for a few more yards before being stopped by a fence. The picture
you see here shows the aircraft not many seconds after Bob
decamped – as you can see, a raging fire had already taken hold.
Naturally, as aviators (and builders) ourselves, we can imagine
Bob’s feelings at this time of loss but he, like us, feels that it’s worth
exploring how this event may have happened. Naturally, the evidence
after a fire is almost always a bit thin but we think that we’ve worked
out what probably happened and, as always appreciative that it’s
easy to be wise after the event, the two principle gotchas involved
perhaps should have been spotted earlier.

The Luciole is a clever design all round, as you would expect from
a designer with Michel Colomban’s background (he’s the chap
behind the Cri-Cri and the Banbi, both leading-edge designs).
One nice design aspect is an adjustable rudder pedal system so
that pilots with different leg lengths can be accommodated.
Colomban took a leaf out of a method used by some glider
manufacturers, which allows the pedals to move fore and aft without
having to adjust the rudder cables (notice the S-shaped tube through
which the cable passes). The pedals sit on a plywood carriage.
We think that, because Bob has longer than average leg length,
this carriage was fully forward and, when applying full left pedal, the
distance between the metal pedal and the permanently live starter
solenoid connection is only about an inch. Because the structure is
made very light, we think that the increased effort placed on the
rudder pedal to get the aircraft through the gap in the fence may
have forced the pedal into the terminal, shorting out the battery.
You will notice that in the example shown in the picture this
terminal is protected by a rubber boot, there wasn’t one fitted
to Bob’s machine. The second gotcha is that, just in this area,
there’s a plastic fuel pipe. We think that the heat generated by this
electrical short melted the pipe and … well, the rest needs little
explanation. Fair winds. ■

LAA engineering charges
LAA Project Registration
Kit Built Aircraft
				
£300
Plans Built Aircraft 				
£50
Issue of a Permit to Test Fly
Non-LAA approved design only 			
£40
Initial Permit issue
Up to 450kg 					£450
451-999kg 					£550
1,000kg and above 				
£650
Permit Renewal (can now be paid online via LAA Shop)
Up to 450kg 					£155
451-999kg					£200
1,000kg and above 				
£230
Factory-built gyroplanes (all weights) 			
£250
Note: if the last Renewal wasn’t administered by
the LAA an extra fee of £125 applies
Modification application
Prototype modification			
minimum £60
Repeat modification			
minimum £30

Transfer
(from C of A to Permit or CAA Permit to LAA Permit)
Up to 450kg 					£150
451 to 999kg					
£250
1,000kg and above 				
£350
Four-seat aircraft
Manufacturer’s/agent’s type acceptance fee
£2,000
Project registration royalty 				
£50
Category change
Group A to microlight				
£135
Microlight to Group A 				
£135
Change of G-Registration fee
Issue of Permit documents following G-Reg change
£45
Replacement Documents
£20
Lost, stolen etc (fee is per document)			
Latest SPARS – No 17 April 2018
PLEASE NOTE: When you’re submitting documents using an
A4-sized envelope, a First Class stamp is insufficient postage.
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